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Electron capture and ionization of 33-TeV Pb ions in gas targets
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We have measured the total cross sections for electron capture by bare Pb821 ions and for the ionization of
hydrogenlike Pb811(1s) ions at 158 GeV/A,g5168, in Ar, Kr, and Xe gas targets. At this energy, the total
capture cross sections are dominated by electron capture from pair production. The capture measurements are
compared with the results of several theoretical calculations and with similar measurements made with solid
targets. The Pb811(1s) ionization cross sections obtained, which are substantially lower than those measured in
solids, agree well with recent calculations that predict saturation at high energies from target screening effects.
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Interactions involving heavy ions in the ultrarelativist
regime~.10 GeV/amu!, where the relevant physics is be
described in terms of the Lorentz factorg, are currently a
frontier in high-energy atomic collision physics@1#. Theoret-
ical descriptions of electron-capture and ionization proces
have been challenging in this regime because interaction
high-Z projectile and target species~where Za>0.5! are
strong enough at small impact parameters and largeg to
potentially invalidate perturbation treatments. Numerous t
oretical methods for treating these processes using quan
electrodynamics in the ultrarelativistic regime now ex
@1–11#.

An ultrarelativistic ion can capture an electron via thr
mechanisms:~i! radiative electron capture~REC!, ~ii ! nonra-
diative capture~NRC!, and~iii ! electron capture frome1e2

pair production~ECPP!, in which thee1e2 pair is produced
by the intense electromagnetic pulse that arises when
projectile ion passes near a target nucleus. At high energ
capture cross sections,sREC, sNRC, and sECPP, scale
roughly as;ZT /g, ;ZT

5/g, and ;ZT
2 ln g, respectively,

whereZT is the target atomic number@2#. Each process is
expected to exhibit approximately the same dependenc
the projectile atomic number, i.e.,Zp

5. Also, each capture
process is predicted to have about the same fractional
tribution in excitedn states of the projectile~;n23, wheren
is the principal quantum number!. The REC and NRC
mechanisms, which dominate below the ultrarelativistic
gime @12,13#, become insignificant compared to ECPP f
heavy targets wheng.100. Cross sections for ionization a
several orders of magnitude larger than those for capture,
thus limit the yield of one-electron ions obtainable in captu
channels. The measurements reported here test theor
predictions for capture and loss cross sections by heavy
at the highest energy reported to date@2–11#.

Previously, we reported important direct electron capt
and loss measurements for very heavy ions in the ultrar
tivistic regime (g5168), where thesECPPmechanism domi-
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nates the capture cross sections@14#. In those measurements
performed using 33-TeV Pb ions and a variety of thin so
targets, it was shown that ions formed in excited sta
should be increasingly ionized inside targets as the targeZT
increases. Now we report capture and ionization cross
tions measured for 33-TeV Pb821 ions in gas targets, wher
essentially all excitednl states formed either directly in th
capture processes or in secondary collisional excitation
idly decay to the 1s state between collisions. The groun
state Pb811(1s) ions have the highest probability for surviva
in the gas cell; then51 state ionization cross section bein
;1/4 of that for then52 state. Under our conditions, mea
sured capture cross sections are expected to exceed
obtained in solids; the effective capture cross sect
summed over ground and excited states should
;1.3sc (1s) for any ZT @9#. In addition, it is expected tha
the effective electron-loss rates measured will yield the i
ization cross sections for the ground state,s1 (1s).

The development of new relativistic ion colliders such
the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider~RHIC! at Brookhaven
National Laboratory or the Large Hadron Collider~LHC! at
CERN @2,8,15,16# has spurred interest in obtaining accura
electron capture and loss cross sections at high enoughg so
that beam lifetimes can be accurately predicted. The cr
section for the ECPP process is of practical interest to c
lider designers because the lower charge-state projec
produced are lost from the beam circulating in a ring.
significant loss rate of these ions by ECPP and also by e
tromagnetic nuclear loss processes limits the ion stor
time. These machines will operate at an effectiveg of 2.3
3104 and 1.73107, respectively. Forg above ;100,
sECPP5A ln(g)1B, whereA and B are independent ofg to
within higher orders of 1/g @4#. Total electron capture and
loss measurements were reported by Claytoret al. @12# for
g512.6-Au ions, but the ECPP mechanism is not promin
at this lowg, and simple ln(g) scaling is not expected to b
valid.
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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FIG. 1. Simplified diagram of the experimen
tal setup.
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Total capture and ionization cross sections were meas
using the 33-TeV Pb beam at the CERN Super Proton S
chrotron ~SPS!. The experimental arrangement is show
schematically in Fig. 1. The Pb821 beam exiting the SPS
traversed about 5 m of air andpassed through a thin vacuu
window ~100-mm Al! as it entered the evacuated beamlin
In one set of measurements called the ‘‘capture experime
collimated208Pb821 ions were mass and charge-state selec
at the first magnetic bend and traveled;300 m in vacuum
~;10 mTorr! before impinging on a 2.4-m-long gas cell wit
thin Mylar windows. A second magnetic bend and collim
tor, located;100 m beyond the gas cell, were set to trans
all 208Pb811 ions leaving the cell. The ion intensity at the en
of the 800-m-long beamline was measured as a function
gas pressure using coincidence signals from fast scintillat
The same setup was used in a second set of measurem
called the ‘‘ionization experiment,’’ except that the fu
beamline was tuned to transmit208Pb811 ions, so that surviv-
ing one-electron ions were measured. The incid
Pb811(1s) ions were formed by electron capture prior to e
tering the evacuated line@;1.65310233(Pb821 intensity)#.
At 10-m Torr pressure, the background gas thickness in
beamline was low enough to limit collisional loss of th
Pb811 ions to less than;1% before magnetic analysis an
detection.

The gas cell consisted of modified high-vacuum pn
matic valves~with 50-mm-thick mylar entrance and exit win
dows! separated by beam pipe~with an effective length of
2.352 m!. The pressure of target gases introduced into
cell ~maximum pressures of 300, 80, and 70 Torr for Ar, K
and Xe, respectively! was controlled by a gas manifold wit
a vacuum pump using an array of solenoid valves; the va
and cell windows were remotely controlled by a Macinto
computer located at the cell. Pressure in the cell, monito
on two capacitance manometer gauges~Baratron 100- and
1000-mm full scale!, was measured absolutely to with
60.1% of full scale. The gas density in the cell could
calculated from the pressure readings without loss of pr
sion by knowing the cell temperature, which was measu
by two calibrated thermistors~60.1 °C! that were mounted
in thermal contact with the cell. The 1000-mm gauge was
calibrated absolutely against a precision barometer at
pressure before the experiments were performed~60.01%!.

The Pb821 ion beam came in 5-sec spills
(;105 ions/spill) every 20 sec from the CERN SPS. T
Pb821 beam intensity was measured on a CERN beam m
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tor located ahead of our beamline. The Pb821 beam at the
target gas cell was also monitored during the capture exp
ments using a rotating thin plastic scintillator that samp
the beam~duty factor ;7.6%! @17#. Data acquisition and
control for the rotating scintillator and gas cell located in t
CERN beam tunnel were controlled remotely by telepho
connection between two Macintosh computers.

Experimental data illustrating the growth of the Pb811 ion
fraction vs Xe target thickness~‘‘capture experiment’’! are
shown in Fig. 2~a!. Data illustrating the loss of the Pb811 ion
fraction vs Xe target thickness~‘‘ionization experiment’’!
are shown in Fig. 2~b!. These raw data, corrected for a
experimentally determined 9.5% ionization loss in each t
mylar window, were used to determine the effective cro
sections for capture (sc) and loss (s i) processes. Becaus
sc is orders of magnitude smaller thans i , only two charge
states~Pb811 and Pb821! need to be considered and solutio
to the coupled differential equations describing charge-s
evolution as a function of gas target thickness reduce
simple analytical forms. The cross sections were determi
for capture by Pb821 and the ionization of Pb811 by fitting
data obtained in the ‘‘capture experiment’’@Fig. 2~a!# using

F~81!5Feq$12exp@2~sc1s i !t#%exp@2snt#, ~1!

whereF(81) is the fraction of surviving Pb811 ions,sc is the
total capture cross section,s i is the total ionization cross
section,sn is the total cross section for beam loss by nucle
reactions~all in cm2!, t is the target thickness~atoms/cm2!,
and Feq5@sc /(sc1s i)# is the equilibrium Pb811 charge-
state fraction. Thesn used for Ar, Kr, and Xe are 9.2, 19.9
and 34.4 b, respectively; these are interpolated values b
on fits to measurements made previously for a variety
elemental solid targets@18#. In the ‘‘ionization experiment’’
@Fig. 2~b!#, the surviving fraction of Pb811 ions is given by

F~81!5$@12Feq#exp@2~sc1s i !t#1Feq%exp@2snt#.
~2!

Here, the slope of the exponential fit to the survival cha
fraction yieldss i1sc directly. The nuclear loss term in Eqs
~1! and ~2! was found to be an insignificant correction fo
each gas.

Electron-capture cross sections obtained from fits to d
in the ‘‘capture experiment’’ using this two-state model ha
contributions from one-electron ions formed in all possib
1-2
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ELECTRON CAPTURE AND IONIZATION OF 33-TeV . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 032711
final states. Calculations for photon impact pair product
with capture using relativistic Coulomb scattering states@9#
predict that excited ion states will contribute;30% to the
total cross sections ofsECPP, when additional contributions
from 2p and higher states are included~;n23 distribution!.
Excited ns metastable states are favored over the m
shorter livednp excited states~e.g., for 2s, the predicted
fraction is ;70% of the overall excited-state contribution!.
Similar predictions have been made by Baltz@8#. The 2s
state, populated directly or from cascade contributions fr
highernl states, decays in the projectile frame with the r
A(2s)55.52131013/s ~sum for the magnetic dipole,M1,
and simultaneous two-photon electric dipole, 2E1, decay
modes! @19–20#. Correcting for time dilatation in the labo
ratory frame, this slow 2s decay rate translates to a dec
length of ;1 mm in the laboratory frame$inverse decay
length5A(2s)/@gc# of 10.95 /cm%. The 2s-state decay rate
is the rate limiting step for all excited-state decay, beca

FIG. 2. ~a! Fraction of one-electron Pb811 ions vs Xe target
thickness measured in the ‘‘capture experiment.’’ The solid curv
the growth curve@Eq. ~1!# calculated using the cross sectionssc

ands i obtained via a least-squares fitting procedure.~b! Logarith-
mic plot of the surviving fraction of Pb811(1s) ions versus Xe
target thickness measured in the ‘‘ionization experiment.’’ The
perimental equilibrium fraction was subtracted from each value
fore fitting, thus the slope yieldss i essentially. The least-squares
to the data is shown.
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dipole-allowed transition rates for Pb811(2p→1s) and for
decay from higher excited states are much faster than
2s→1s transition rate @e.g., A(2p→1s)52.24531016/s#
@21#. More than 99% of the 2s population formed in capture
decays to the 1s state without being ionized in seconda
collisions for most of our gas target conditions because
2s decay rate is orders of magnitude faster than the co
sional ionization loss rate. In the worst case, Xe, at the hi
est gas pressure, using@assumings i(ZT);ZT

2, and s i*
;n2s i(1s)# the 2s radiative decay to 1s, is still 98.6%
@Ns i50.14/cm, wheren52 and N52.2831018/cm3 at a
cell pressure of 70 Torr#. Therefore the two-state approxima
tion discussed above and used to analyze gas data give
capture cross section summed over all final states and ths
ionization cross section, independent of the actualnl distri-
butions formed in the capture process. We have also veri
this conclusion by adding collisional excitation process ch
nels in model calculations that track excited-state popu
tions in solutions ofn-state fully coupled differential equa
tions.

The experimental capture and ionization cross sections
each target species are listed in Table I. The overall un
tainty of about67% includes fitting~statistical! errors and
estimated systematic uncertainties. Each measured total
ture cross section (sc) is the sum of three processes,sc
5sECPP1sREC1sNRC. Subtracting calculated values@2# of
sNRC ~which amount to less than 2%! and fitted values of
sREC from the total capture cross section for each target
yields thesECPP values listed in Table I. The fitted REC
cross sections were derived from an analysis of experime
data for measured total capture cross sections in Be, C,
Cu, Sr, and Au@22#. These experimental REC cross sectio
are;20% larger than the calculated REC cross sections@2#,
but the difference has little effect on thesECPP, especially
for heavy gases.

Three theoretical values forsECPPare available. The per
turbative estimate of Anholt and Becker@2# ~with screening!
is given in tables for each projectile and target. The nonp
turbative calculation of Bottcher and Strayer@3#, obtained
specifically for capture to 1s at g5168 for the Pb-Au sys-
tem, by solving the time-dependent Dirac equation, yield
sECPP(1s)550 b. The nonperturbative calculations of Bal
et al. @8# yielded sECPP (1s)546 b. In comparisons to be
discussed, thesECPP have been scaled to each target g
according to@ZT

21ZT#, as recommended by Anholt an
Becker~ZT

2 dependence with an ‘‘antiscreening’’ correctio
for ZT independent electrons!.

is

-
-

TABLE I. Measured cross sections for electron capture and i
ization by 33-TeV Pb ions in gas targets.

Capture Ionization
s ioniz ~kb!

Target ZT sCap(b) sECPP(b) Cap. expt. Ioniz. expt.

Ar 18 2.9 2.560.2 1.8860.13 1.9760.14
Kr 36 10.1 9.460.7 6.8060.48 7.3860.52
Xe 54 20.7 19.461.4 15.561.1 15.761.1
1-3
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Comparisons of experimental and theoreticalsECPP are
presented as functions ofZT in Fig. 3~a! with all cross sec-
tions normalized to (ZT

21ZT). We note exceptionally good
agreement between experiment and 1s calculations by Baltz
et al. and Anholt and Becker. We note that the measu
sECPP are nearly equal to the calculated cross sections
capture to the Pb811(1s) ground state alone, i.e.,;30%
lower than predictions for capture to all final states. We a
note that the electron-capture cross sections in the gas ta
are approximately the same as would be interpolated f
our previously measured results in solid-elemental targ
@14#. This equivalence is unexpected because capture f
gas targets should include an extra contribution fr
excited-state captured electrons, some of which would
ionized in solid targets—especially for highZT .

In Fig. 3~b!, we compare the ionization cross sectio
obtained from both the growth~‘‘capture experiment’’! and
decay~‘‘ionization experiment’’! curves, given in Table I, to
the most recent ‘‘ion-atom’’ theoretical values of So”rensen
for Pb811(1s) @11#. Both experimental and theoretical valu
are normalized to (ZT

21ZT). The cross sections obtained b
the two methods for each target are expected to agre
gases, despite possible differing degrees of product ex

FIG. 3. Measured cross sections for 158 GeV/A,g5168, Pb821,
and Pb811 electron capture and ionization:~a! electron-capture cros
sections for gas targets~d! and solid targets~s! compared with
calculations for ECPP. REC fit data~m, n! indicate contributions
from REC that have been subtracted from the total capture to ob
the ECPP values.~b! Measured ionization cross sections compa
with theory. @~d, s! and ~j, h! indicate measurements from th
‘‘capture experiment’’ and the ‘‘ionization experiment,’’ respe
tively.#
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tion, because excited states decay to 1s before ionization can
occur. The older predictions of Anholt and Becker, which a
about a factor of 2 larger than our measurements, are
shown. So”rensen@11# has pointed out that wheng@5, the
maximum effective impact parameter for theg-dependent
term of s i used by Anholt and Becker, is limited by atom
target electron screening. When the maximum adiabatic
tance for producing ionization via the time-dependent pu
in the collision ~used by Anholt and Becker! exceeds the
smaller Thomas-Fermi screening radius, then the latter m
be used as an upper impact-parameter cutoff. This correc
due to screening leads to ‘‘saturation’’ of the ionization cro
section forg@5. So”rensen also suggested other ways
improving the theoreticals i estimates beyond the approx
mations he has used. These improvements have not yet
implemented in the calculations.

The excellent agreement of ionization cross sections
tained in our two independent experiments~e.g., ‘‘capture’’
vs ‘‘ionization’’ gas target experiments! also suggests tha
the capture cross sections are not seriously flawed. The
ization cross sections would not agree, for example, if
transmission functions for Pb811 and Pb821 beams were dif-
ferent; the Pb821 transmission is needed to derive the eq
librium fraction,sc ands i from capture experiments, but th
Pb821 transmission is not needed in the ionization expe
ment.

Comparing gas and solid results in the ‘‘ionization’’ e
periment for targets of comparableZT , we find that the ef-
fective ionization cross sections in solid targets are ab
25% larger than in gas. Direct excitation of a small fracti
of the Pb811(1s) beam to form dipole-allowednp final
states, which can be ionized in solid targets, can explain
gas-solid difference forZT518 and above. Competition be
tween radiative decay and ionization rates of the excited s
in solids and no competition in gas targets again explains
difference. The mean-free path for radiative decay
Pb811(2p) ions formed is 2.331024 cm in the laboratory
frame. In Sn (ZT550), for example, the mean-free path f
ionization of 2p ions is 631024 cm @assuming that the 2p
ionization cross section is 4s i(1s)#. Therefore about 30% o
the ions excited to the 2p state are ionized in the Sn targ
before decay to 1s. Essentially all of the 2s ions formed are
also ionized in Sn.

The equilibrium fractions,Feq(81)5sc /(sc1s i), ob-
tained in the ‘‘capture’’ analysis are 1.4431023, 1.37
31023, and 1.3231023 for Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively.
These are slightly lower than the equilibrium value for a
(;1.6531023) obtained by other means, which provide
the input Pb811(1s) beam for the ‘‘ionization’’ experiment.
The inert gas equilibrium values are 20–30% larger th
those in solid targets of comparableZT , essentially because
the effectives i measured for gas targets are significan
lower than in solid targets.

In summary, our experiments have isolated the EC
mechanism for capture. Following theoretical predictio
we expected the ECPP cross sections summed over all
states to be about 1.3sc(1s). Instead, the measured captu
cross sections were found to be the same assc(1s), and the
cross sections increasingly fall below theoretical expecta
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asZT increases. The gas target-capture cross sections a
with those measured in solids indicating less capture to
cited states than predicted by theory. These results sugge
least two possibilities:~i! If the theoretically predicted ex
cited fraction is correct, then the expected theoretical sca
for capture is slower than (ZT

21ZT); ~ii ! if the correct scal-
ing for sECPP(ZT) is ;(ZT

21ZT), then the theoretically pre
dicted excited-state fraction has been over estimated foZT
.17. The 1s ionization cross sections obtained in our ind
pendent gas target experiments agree well with So”rensen’s
recent estimates and with each other. The larger ioniza
cross sections observed in solids can be attributed to an
le
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ditional channel of secondary ionization of collisionally e
cited states. The Pb811 equilibrium fractions obtained in ga
targets are 20–30% larger than in solid targets of compar
ZT , because of the lower effective ionization cross sectio
in gases~complete relaxation of excited states formed!.
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